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This Summer
Superchunk

Intro: G#5

         G#                 F#                  C#
Oh, this summer we won t regret what we cannot know
             G#
Oh, they can lift the roof right off of this house
              F#             C#
Yeah they can cancel all our shows
             G#
We ll make a break for the bridge after raiding the fridge
        F#                   C#
Pick up your friends in Baltimore
      G#
My parade of ships and a tape full of hiss
             F#               C#
and we ll forget what came before

Fm              F#
It s hard to forget
                   G#
We need time to forget
Fm              F#
It s hard to forget
                   C#
We need time to forget

C#       G#
Oh, yeah

         G#
Oh, this summer
     F#                     C#
Your shoulders look good to me
           G#
and that horizon is heavy, it holds back the clouds
            F#                     C#
we ve got a clear path down to the sea
             G#
we split the city at dark when the roads are clear
              F#                    C#
we ll hit the lobster shack and the store
     G#
my parade of hips and a tape full of hiss
        F#                  C#
and the sleeping bag on the floor



       D#
We got sweaty sheets and an ocean view
       C#
and it feels like a time machine
         D#
well you can t forget what you never knew
        C#
so come erase this summer with me

Solo:

G# G# F# C#
G# G# F# C#
Fm F# G# G#
Fm F# G# C#
G# G#

        G#
Oh this summer oh oh
              F#                  C#
I only will regret what we cannot change
          G#
oh we can take the crowns off of all of these clowns
    F#                  C#
and live on what hope remains

       D#
We got sweaty sheets and an ocean view
       C#
and it feels like a time machine
         D#
well you can t forget what you never knew
        C#
so come erase this summer with me

       D#
We got sweaty sheets and an ocean view
            Fm                       C#
well honey, I age backwards when I m next to you
         A#m
so come erase this summer with me
           C#                        G#
Erase this summer with me, yeah

Could also be played entirely in power chords, depending on what condition your 
condition is in. Have fun.


